Abstract. We show that a free product of a II 1 -factor and a finite von Neumann algebra with amalgamation over a finite dimensional subalgebra is always a II 1 -factor, and provide an algorithm for describing it in terms of free products (with amalgamation over the scalars) and compression/dilation. As an application, we show that the class of direct sums of finitely many von Neumann algebras that are interpolated free group factors, hyperfinite II 1 -factors, type I n algebras for n finite, and finite dimensional algebras, is closed under taking free products with amalgamation over finite dimensional subalgebras.
Introduction
The amalgamated free product of von Neumann algebras has been an important construction in subfactor theory, since the work [14] of S. Popa, where this construction was used in producing subfactors with arbitrary (allowable) index. Other (but more limited) constructions of subfactors involving free products appeared in [16] and [8] . Amalgamated free products appeared again in [15] , where Popa constructed subfactors with arbitrary (allowable) higher relative commutants. More recently, in [10] , Guionnet, Jones and Shlyakhtenko gave another construction of such subfactors, involving planar algebras.
In this note, we consider free products
of certain sorts of finite von Neumann algebras A and B with amalgamation over a finite dimensional subalgebra D, and describe how to obtain M by taking free products (over C) and operations of rescaling. These results are used in other authors' investigations of and results on the subfactors constructed in [10] . Our main result (Theorem 2.1) is a precise statement of the algorithm for describing the algebra M in the free product (1) if one of A or B is a II 1 -factor. Previous results, found in [5] , [8] and [3] , expressed respectively (i) free products of finite dimensional and hyperfinite von Neumann algebras (with amalgamation over the scalars C), (ii) amagamated free products of finite dimensional von Neumann algebras and, more generally, type I von Neumann algebras having atomic centers and (iii) the amalgamated free product of two copies of the hyperfinite II 1 -factors over a type I subalgebra with atomic center, in terms of interpolated free group factors L(F t ), 1 < t ≤ ∞ (see [16] , [6] ) and hyperfinite von Neumann algebras. As an application of our main result, we consider the case when A and B are both in the class of direct sums of finitely many subalgebras which may be finite type I algebras, hyperfinite II 1 -factors and interpolated free group factors. We show that this class is closed under taking free products with amalgamation over finite dimensional subalgebras, and, moreover, that if all the interpolated free group factors L(F t ) appearing as direct summands in A and B have finite parameter t, then so do all interpolated free group factors appearing as direct summands in M. This latter result is used by Kodiyalam and Sunder in [13] and also in the related paper [11] of Guionnet, Jones and Shlyakhtenko.
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2. Amalgamated free product of a II 1 -factor and another von Neumann algebra
The (reduced) amalgamated free product construction for C * -algebras and conditional expectations appeared in the earliest work [17] of Voiculescu on freeness; taking the closure in the strong-operator topology, one gets the amalgamated free product of von Neumann algebras. See [18] for more, or the book [20] . Some considerations involving normality of conditional expectations, embeddings and completely positive maps of amalgamted free products of von Neumann algebras are treated in [1] .
Amalgamated free products of finite von Neumann algebras with respect to tracepreserving conditional expectations were used in work of Popa [14] as part of a construction of subfactors. We will use the expression
to mean A and B are von Neumann algebras with faithful, normal, tracial states τ A and τ B , respectively and D is von Neumann algebra that is embedded in both A and B as unital von Neumann subalgebras so that τ A and τ B restrict to the same trace on D; we let E 
. Then E D is a conditional expectation from M onto D and τ := τ A • E D is a faithful, normal, tracial state on M. In fact, we always take D to be finite dimensional.
If D = C in (2), then we say M is a free product over the scalars, and we may write simply M = A * B. It follows from results of [7] that M = A * B is a II 1 -factor if B is a II 1 -factor and A is any finite von Neumann algebra. 
Then 
and let
. Let y ∈ B be a partial isometry such that y * y = p and f := yy * ≤ p 0 . Then N 2 is a II 1 -factor and
where p Ap is endowed with the tracial state obtained by restricting
Before embarking on the proof, we describe some technical notation.
Notation 2.2. For subsets X 1 and X 2 of an algebra, we use the notation Λ o (X 1 , X 2 ) for the set of all words of the form c = c 1 c 2 . . . c n for n ∈ N = {1, 2, . . .}, and c j ∈ X i(j) for some i(1), . . . , i(n) ∈ {1, 2} with i(j) = i(j + 1). Sometimes such a product will be thought of as an element of the algebra and sometimes as a formal word, with letters c 1 , . . . , c n .
For any subalgebra Q ⊆ M we write
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Part (a) is certainly well known (cf Lemma 5.2 of [8] ), but we'll run through an argument. It is clear that qAq and qBq are free with amalgamation over qDq with respect to the restiction of E D to qMq. The set
is a strong-operator-topology 
From this, we see that W * (qAq ∪ qBq) = qMq holds, and (a) is proved. The proof of the rest of this theorem (for commutative D) proceeds by induction on the dimension of D. Then the assertion of part (b) is just the induction hypothesis.
However, to initiate the induction argument, we need to treat the case D = C and show that a free product A * B is a II 1 -factor when B is a II 1 -factor. As already mentioned, this follows from results of [7] .
For part (c),
, it will suffice to show that f N 1 f and y Ay * are free with respect to τ (p) −1 τ ↾ f Mf , which is equivalent to showing that we have
However, since f is a subprojection of a minimal projection in D, we have
and (using Kaplansky's density theorem) every element of (f N 1 f ) o is the s.o.t. limit of a bounded sequence in
.
o y is the s.o.t. limit of a bounded sequence in span Θ, where Θ is the set of words in
whose first and last letters are from B ⊖ D. So, in order to show (6) , it will suffice to show
and (3) is proved. Now f N 2 f is a factor by results of [7] ; since f is full in N 2 , it follows that N 2 is a factor, and (c) is proved. To prove (d), first note that there are partial isometries v i ∈ A (i ∈ I), for I a finite or countable index set, such that r = i∈I v *
and N 2 is a factor, we may choose
i and the projections (x * i x i ) i∈I are pairwise orthogonal. Since r ∈ N 2 and i∈I x * i x i is a projection in N 2 having the same trace as r, we can choose y ∈ N 2 such that y * y = r and yy
We will show that, in rMr with respect to the trace τ (r)
−1 τ ↾ rMr , the element w is a Haar unitary and is * -free from rN 2 r. This will imply (4). So it will suffice to show
For this, it will suffice to show Θ ⊆ ker τ , where Θ is the set of all words in
such that every letter from rN 2 r that has w on the left and w * on the right, or w * on the left and w on the right, belongs to (rN 2 r) o . Take a word from the set Θ described above. Now write out w = i y * x * i v i and w * = i v * i x i y for every w and w * except those that appear as part of a sequence w * zw, where z ∈ (rN 2 r) o . So doing, we realize the word as equal to a sum of (or, in the case of infinite I, the s.o.t. limit of a bounded sequence consisting of sums of) words from
that satisfy (i) each letter w or w * can appear only as part of a sequence w * zw for z ∈ (rN 2 r) o , (ii) if a letter comes from (rN 2 r) o and is not part of a sequence w * zw as in (i), then it (a) has w or a v i on the left or is the first letter and (b) has w * or a v * j on the right or is the last letter (iii) if a letter comes from rN 2 y * x * j , then it (a) has a w or a v i on the left or is the first letter and (b) has v j on the right (iv) if a letter comes from x i yN 2 r, then it (a) has v * i on the left and (b) has a w * or a v * j on the right or is the last letter (v) no letter has a v * i on the left and a v j on the right. It will, therefore, suffice to show that each word from (7) that satisfies (i)-(v) above evaluates to zero under τ .
We now describe certain approximations of elements satisfying the various conditions above.
We treat (rN 2 r) o from (ii). Since r is a minimal projection of A, we have
Therefore, every element of (rN 2 r) o is the s.o.t. limit of a bounded sequence in
Moreover, since r A = Cr, we may left-and rightmultiply by r to see that every element of (rN 2 r) o is the s.o.t. limit of a bounded sequence in span B, where B is the set of words in Λ o ( A ⊖ D, B ⊖ D) whose first and last letters belong to B ⊖ D.
We treat rN 2 y * x * j from (iii). Since r A(1 − p) = 0 and We treat w * zw from (i). Consider
We have τ (w * zw) = 0; since r is a subprojection of a minimal projection in D and w = rwr, we have E D (w * zw) = 0. So we have
For each i and j, the element
limit of a bounded sequence in span A, where A is the set of words in Λ o (A ⊖ D, B ⊖ D) whose first and last letters are from A ⊖ D. We would like to conclude that
is the s.o.t. limit of a bounded sequence in span A. However, as I may be infinite, there is at first sight difficulty with the boundedness. This can be overcome as follows: every element of M is the s.o.t. limit of a bounded sequence in span Let c be a word from (7) that satisfies (i)-(v). We will show τ (c) = 0. In light of the treatments of the several terms above, it will suffice to show τ (c) = 0, whenever c is obtained from c by replacing r-i. any sequence of letters w * zw for z ∈ (rN 2 r) o with an arbitrary element of A, r-ii. any letter from (rN 2 r) o that in c has a w or a v i on the left or is the first letter and has a w * or a v * j on the right or is the last letter, with an arbitrary element of B r-iii. any letter from rN 2 yx j that in c has a w or a v i on the left or is the first letter and has v * j on the right, with an arbitrary element of B 1 , r-iv. any letter from x * i y * N 2 r that in c has v i on the left and w * or a v * j on the right or is the last letter with an arbitrary element of B 2 . Thenc can be seen as an element of 
Old results and "generating sets of free dimension"
In this section, we recall some old results and the "free dimension" assignment. The interpolated free group factors L(F t ), (1 < t ≤ ∞) form a family of II 1 -factors related to each other by compression/dilation, via the formula
and such that if t = n is an integer, then L(F t ) is the usual group von Neumann algebra of the nonabelian free group on n generators. (See [16] and [6] ). It is known that either
(This was proved by Rȃdulescu in [16] , and in slightly weaker form in [6] .) Notation 3.1. Let S be the class of pairs (A, τ ) of finite von Neumann algebras A and normal, faithful, tracial states τ , such that A is a direct sum of finitely or countably infinitely many von Neumann algebras, each of which is one of the following: (i) finite dimensional (ii) a diffuse hyperfinite von Neumann algebra (iii) an interpolated free group factor. Moreover, in [5] , an algorithm is given to find D and the restriction of τ to D. Also, an algorithm is given to find the parameter t, in terms of the initial data. This latter algorithm is most easily described by a quanitity that was, perhaps misleadingly, called "free dimension," denoted fdim , and was additive for free products: fdim (M, τ ) = fdim (A, τ A ) + fdim (B, fdim B ). The problem is that we assigned fdim (L(F t )) = t, which may be nonsense. But because the only purpose of free dimension was to decide what the parameter t is in an interpolated free group factor L(F t ), if it's nonsense, then it's mathematically harmless nonsense. Nonetheless, it understandably caused some confusion, and was in that sense not harmless.
The solution proposed and implemented in [9] for this (at the suggestion of a referee) was to replace the symbols fdim (M, τ ) = s with the words "M (with its trace τ ) has a generating set of free dimension s." This convention, though more cumbersome, is mathematically defensible, because the only generating sets to which we assign a "free dimension" are those obtained by certain operations (free products, rescalings, direct sums, certain sorts of inductive limits, certain limits in strongoperator-topology, etc.), for which we have proved results that yield isomorphisms. See the discussion in section 1 of [9] for more on this; in particular, see the rules (i)-(v) for possession of "generating sets of free dimension" found on p. 147 of [9] . We would like to point out the following rule, which follows directly from rule (iv), cited above:
(iv') if p is a central projection of M, with τ (p) = α, and if pM and (1 − p)M (each endowed with the appropriate renormalization of the restriction of τ ) have generating sets of free dimension d 1 and d 2 , respectively, then (M, τ ) has a generating set of free dimension 1 + α
. It will be helpful to have the following rule for rescaling, which will be familiar to those accustomed to interpolated free group factors; the proof serves as a quick summary of the rules. Proof. If A is an interpolated free group factor, then this follows from the usual formula for rescaling them. If A is a matrix algebra M n (C) (and thus has free dimension 1 − n −2 ) or a diffuse hyperfinite von Neumann algebra (and thus has free dimension 1), then this is an easy calculation. If A is a finite or countably infinite direct sum
where each A i is a matrix algebra or a diffuse hyperfinite von Neumann algebra or an interpolated free group factor, then each A i has generating set of some free dimension t i , and t = 1 + i α 2 i∈I (t i − 1). We write p = i∈I p i and let
As observed above, each p i A i p i has a generating set of free dimension 1+
Thus, pAp has a generating set of free dimension
Remark 3.4. Kenley Jung showed [12] that for a hyperfinite algebra A ∈ S with trace τ A , all finite generating sets have the same free entropy dimension of Voiculescu (see [19] ), and the value of this free entropy dimension coincides with the "free dimension" assigned in the above-described scheme. Thus, for such algebras, we use the notation fdim (A, τ A ), or simply fdim (A) when the trace τ A is clearly indicated by the context, for this value of the free entropy dimension.
Amalgamated free products of certain direct sums
The result of the algorithm described in Theorem 2.1 can be described precisely when the component algebras A and B are built up out of hyperfinite von Neumann algebras, by using the results recalled in Section 3 and the rules for generating sets of free dimension. The class S is described above in Notation 3.1. 
Proof. Part (a) of Theorem 2.1 together with Lemma 3.3 shows that we may without loss of generality assume D is commutative. If D = C, then this was proved in [5] (see Theorem 3.2 above). For higher dimensional commutative D, we proceed by induction on the dimension of D, using the other parts of Theorem 2.1.
For the remainder of this proof we will use the convention that L(F 1 ) means the hyperfinite II 1 -factor, and we write B = L(F s ) for 1 ≤ s ≤ ∞. We write
where A 0 is diffuse hyperfinite (or zero), I is finite or countably infinite, 0 ∈ I and for each i ∈ I, A i is either a matrix algebra M n i (C), in which case we set
i , or an interpolated free group factor L(F x i ). Thus, A i has a generating set of free dimension x i . The notation of (9) indicates that q i is the central projection of A that is the identity element of the summand A i and τ (q i ) = α i . Then A has a generating set of free dimension x, where
Let p be a minimal projection of D of smallest trace value, and write p = p 0 + i∈I p i where p i = pq i . Let β i = τ (p i ) and β = τ (p). We will use part (b) of Theorem 2.1 and the induction hypothesis to find N 1 , as defined in that theorem. We easily compute
and (1 − p)A(1 − p) has a generating set of free dimenstion
, where
We now use part (c) of Theorem 2.1 to find N 2 , as defined there. Let ℓ = C A 0 (q 0 − p 0 )p 0 be the part of the central carrier of q 0 − p 0 that lies under p 0 . Then r = ℓ + i∈I ′ p i . Let γ = τ (r). We find
and we calculate that p Ap has a generating set of free dimension
So by the initial step of Theorem 2.1 (i.e. when D = C) and the rescaling formula for interpolated free group factors, we find f N 2 f = L(F t 2 ), where
Now further rescaling and part (d) of Theorem 2.1 finish the proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let B, C 1 and C 2 be finite von Neumann algebras, let k ∈ N and let
where we regard A 0 as a subalgebra of A. Suppose a von Neumann algebra D is embedded as a unital subalgebra of both A 0 and B and suppose faithful traces on A and B are specified that restrict to the same trace on D.
More specifically, pMp is generated by pM 0 p and p⊗C 2 , and these two algebras are free with respect to τ (p)
Proof. Clearly, p is equivalent in A 0 to a subprojection of some minimal projection in D, so we may without loss of generality assume that p ≤ q for a minimal projection q of D. We must show 
Notation 4.3. Let R be the class of pairs (A, τ ) of finite von Neumann algebras A and normal, faithful, tracial states τ , such that A is a direct sum of finitely many von Neumann algebras, each of which is one of the following:
for some n ∈ N (iii) the hyperfinite II 1 -factor (iv) an interpolated free group factor. Let R 0 be the class of pairs (A, τ ) in R but where all interpolated free group factors L(F t i ) appearing as summands in A have finite parameter t i . 
Finally, also R 0 is closed under taking free products with amalgamation over finite dimensional algebras.
Proof. Let M = A * D B for A and B in the class R, and as usual denote the trace resulting from the free product construction by τ . If A and B are finite dimensional, then the facts that (M, τ ) lies in R 0 and has a generating set of the correct free dimension were proved in [8] .
Suppose A and B in R 0 are both direct sums of finite dimensional and finite type I algebras, i.e., of those in classes (i) and (ii), above. Then A can be written as an inductive limit A = k≥1 A k of an increasing sequence A 1 ⊆ A 2 ⊆ · · · of finite dimensional subalgebras, with D ⊆ A 1 , and where each inclusion A k ֒→ A k+1 is of the form
where C = C⊕C is a two-dimensional algebra with minimal projections having traces 1/2. Also B can be similarly written. The free product A * D B is, thus, the inductive limit of the amalgamated free products M k = A k * D B k of finite dimensional algebras. As we saw above, each algebra M k is in the class R 0 , and has a generating set of free dimension fdim (A k ) + fdim (B k ) − fdim (D). Moreover, for k large enough, the finite dimensional part (if any), the minimal central projections and the type I part (of any) of M k are fixed, and only parameters t in the interpolated free group factor summands L(F t ) of M k can vary with k. We will see that these changes in t are from so-called standard embeddings (see [5] ). If p is a minimal projection in the direct summand M ℓ(1) (C) of A k in (11) above, then, by Lemma 4.2, the subalgebra p(A k * D B k )p ⊆ p(A k+1 * D B k )p is freely complemented by a copy of C ⊕ C. By Proposition 4.4 of [5] , this inclusion is a standard embedding. Therefore, the dilation of this inclusion to the central carrier q = C M k (p), namely q(A k * D B k )q ֒→ q(A k+1 * D B k )q is an standard embedding (see Proposition 4.2 of [5] ) and also the inclusion qM k q ֒→ qM k+1 q is an standard embedding. Since the direct limit of interpolated free group factors L(F t k ) under standard embeddings is the interpolated free group factor, L(F t ) where t is the limit of the increasing sequence t k , (see Proposition 4.3 of [5] ), we have that M is in R. Since lim k→∞ fdim (A k ) = fdim (A), and similarly for B, M has a generating set of free dimension fdim (A) + fdim (B) − fdim (D).
In the general case, we proceed by induction on the total number of summands in A and B that are hyperfinite II 1 -factors or interpolated free group factors. The case of no such summands was treated above. Suppose there is at least one, and without loss of generality suppose A has one. Let p be a central projection of A so that pA is an interpolated free group factor or hyperfinite II 1 -factor. By Lemma 4.3 of [8] ,
where M = (pD ⊕ (1 − p)A) * D B By the induction hypothesis, M (with its trace) belongs to R, and Proposition 4.1 implies that pMp is an interpolated free group factor. Of course, the central support
where the last summand is an interpolated free group factor. This implies that M is in the class R.
It remains to see that the "free dimension" calculations work out, and that M belongs to R 0 if A and B do. Let α = τ (p) and suppose A and B have generating sets of free dimensions d A and d B , respectively. By assumption, pA = L(F s ) for some s ∈ [1, ∞], where (as in the proof of Prop. 4.1), we use the convention that L(F 1 ) denotes the hyperfinite II 1 -factor. Let A = pD ⊕ (1 − p)A; then by rule (iv'), A has a generating set of free dimension d A + α 2 (fdim (pD) − s). Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, M has a generating set of free dimension
Let q = C M (p) and let β = τ (q). Then, by rule (iv'),
where q M and ( 
and, consequently, qM is the interpolated free group factor with parameter
Using (1 − q)M = (1 − q) M and rule (iv'), we find that M has a generating set of free dimension
as required, where the last equality was obtained using (13)- (16) . Finally, if we started with A and B in R 0 , then all of the values obtained in (15) and (16) for parameters of interpolated free group factors are finite, so the free product algebra M is also in R 0 . All von Neumann algebras in the family R 0 posses finite generating sets X whose free entropy dimensions are the expected "free dimension" used in Theorem 4.4. However, the main content of Theorem 4.4, namely, that the free product is in the class R (or R 0 ), does not follow from the free dimension calculation alone. Indeed, an example of N. Brown [2] shows that there is a II 1 -factor M having finite generating set X with free entropy dimension 1 < δ 0 (X) < ∞, and even having finite free entropy, but so that M is not an interpolated free group factor. Of course, it is also entirely possible that there is an interpolated free group factor L(F t ) having a finite generating set X with δ 0 (X) = t. In principle, this could occur even if the free group factors are not isomorphic to each other.
